Leiden University Press form for BOOK proposals

In order to communicate and discuss your proposal, Leiden University Press appreciates a short and structured overview of some core characteristics of your intended publication. Please fill out this form as complete as possible, however preferably not longer than three pages.

Author information

i. Name and title:
ii. Affiliation (University):
iii. Contact Address:
iv. E-mail Address:

Your most recent publications:

The publication

1. Type of Publication (Monograph, edited volume or other type):

2. Proposed title:

3. a. Brief description of the scope /mission
   (approx. 400 words )

3. b. Proposed Content (including Table of Contents)

3. c. In the case of an edited volume: please provide a summary of max 100 words for each chapter.

3. d. Is this work a PhD thesis or an edited version of your thesis? If it is an edited version, please indicate how the dissertation has been revised for this publication.

4. How is this book distinctive? What are key and/or distinguishing features of the work?
**Marketing information**

6. What are comparable publications? Please list the main competitors. Which gap in the currently available literature does this publication fill?

7. Intended readership. Who is it aimed at?

**Further information**


10. Expected number of pages / word count / number of articles per volume: [f.e. approx. 80.000 to 110.000 words excl. ill, index, etc.]

11. Will the publication include illustrations, tables/graphs, maps? If so, how many and in black-and-white and/or colour?

11. Language (and possible translation costs):


**Please note**

For each publication published under the Leiden University Press imprint peer review is required according to the peer review procedure of LUP.

Leiden University Press supports Open Access publishing and combines in its publishing policy the use of repositories and printing-on-demand technology.